


THE IMPRESSIVE POP3
The Dreamoc POP3 display is an asset to any retail or commercial environment. It is less than two feet wide and only slightly more than a foot in height, 

but it has the presence of something a lot bigger. Because of the front focus it does extremely well in shelf spaces, window displays or other settings 

where the viewers can linger and be dazzled by your product story unfolding inside the display. 



GAIN CONTROL AND DEMAND ATTENTIONMAKING MAGIC 

You probably have your own ingenious way of making the most 

of your display, and there’s almost no end to the possibilities. The 

built-in Content Management System grants you easy access to 

managing your three-dimensional content, letting you program a 

specific order or simply change the content in whatever way you 

may need and in as many displays you have. The CMS also lets you 

modify each display individually, simultaneously as a group or all of 

them at the same time, so you’ll have complete control and show 

your audience exactly what you want, when you want. 

This display model is a great way to create a lot of attention around a 

certain campaign, a specific product launch, or simply an innovative way 

of branding your business. The POP3 has one large tilted pane of glass 

securing room for your product inside the display and granting a large 

surface for showing your 3D holographic content. Combining a physical 

object inside the display with the vivid three-dimensional content, 

catches the eye and makes the viewers curious. The physicality of a real 

product mixed with the seemingly illusional hologram creates a magical 

experience that intrigues your audience, drawing them nearer and 

increasing the dwell-time.

CrystallineTM Optics

Highly durable glass optics that ensures the sharpest image 

quality and vivid details to your holographic content. 

Speakers

Add an extra dimension to your experience, with the 

built-in audio. 

Interactivity

Add interactivity between the display and viewer, with the 

Dreamoc Play app, smartphone control or other interface.

Dreamoc CMS

Easily manage and configure the content in your displays in 

any location with an internet connection and network cable.

HIGHLIGHTED NEW FEATURES

Key protected front

Easy and secure access from the front to your displayed 

product. The POP3B comes without this feature.  

Built-in Fusion

Multiply the magic by connecting several displays together 

to increase the visual impact. Fusion enables the holographic 

content to jump seamlessly from one display to another.

370 mm

550 mm

POP3

450 mm

548 mm

POP3B

See the complete factsheet for POP3B here See the complete factsheet for POP3 here

https://www.dropbox.com/s/exojtmdl4cv1fmv/pop3b_factsheet.pdf?hsCtaTracking=601e2099-c71e-4544-877b-493ad5f037f8%7C85314733-9dc8-4547-b0c9-b544eff95be8&__hstc=143609642.5459f97e9283861a08d4655ce4ebae97.1484897594355.1485340426435.1485344767205.11&__hssc=143609642.1.1485344767205&dl=0&__hsfp=2513025706
https://www.dropbox.com/s/w6h8vu1mtxa79qn/Dreamoc_Pop3_Factsheet.pdf?hsCtaTracking=d32d2c20-7271-4236-acc9-eb5d02cb3c28%7C4627435e-df9c-417e-8efb-1be5c3a9c46e&__hstc=143609642.5459f97e9283861a08d4655ce4ebae97.1484897594355.1485340426435.1485344767205.11&__hssc=143609642.1.1485344767205&dl=0&__hsfp=2513025706


MULTIPLY THE MAGIC OF MIXED REALITY

revealing more and more gifts inside, or the seasons popular perfume, 

toy or jewelry. For product launches this is a great way to get people’s 

attention and create a sense of hype, when each day reveals another 

story and detail across the displays. 

When communicating your message with the POP3 and Fusion, you 

open up to a new world of visual creativity. 

The POP3’s front view makes it an ideal display solution for extended 

shelf setups or window installations with multiple displays connected 

next to each other - or however you choose to place them. The built-

in Fusion feature allows your content to jump from display to display, 

creating a visual experience like nothing else. Come Christmas, you 

could feature a calendar counting down with one display after another 

See what Fusion looks like here

https://realfiction.wistia.com/medias/zq4jijr3pl
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